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Excel data sheet

Text file

Database

Save time and money

Automatic real-time refresh of data

No programming or database 
skills required

Build dynamic PowerPoint® 
presentations in no time

Run a live information system

Access

AS / 400

DBF / FoxPro

Excel

Exchange

SQL Server

Sybase

Text

UDL

Visual FoxPro

MySQL

ODBC

Oracle

Paradox

PostgreSQL

Firebird

IBM DB2

Informix

Ingres

Interbase

With DATAPOINT you can:

Advantages: 

Link the content of your presentations with
Excel data sheets, text files and databases.

More information can be found at www.presentationpoint.com

Dynamic PowerPoint® presentations
with the DATAPOINT add-on
.

Display dynamic presentations 
with real-time information

Show live charts

DATAPOINT is an add-on for Microsoft 

PowerPoint® that is fully integrated in your 

Office application. As easy as PowerPoint® 

itself, this add-on gives you the flexibility to 

link dynamic content from Excel data sheets, 

text files and even databases.

With a linked presentation DATAPOINT 

automatically refreshes the content as soon 

as the data of your external data source is 

modified. With this mechanism you can 

always display the latest information of your 

databases, locally stored or over an internet 

connection.

The worldwide most affordable solution 
for dynamic presentations on the market

Link your presentations to databases:

The solution for dynamic presentations with real-time data 
now also available within Microsoft PowerPoint®.

dynamic presentations

Link your data of an Excel 

data sheet with the content 

of a presentation. Choose 

which data sheet and range 

will be used in your 

presentation.

You can also use a text file as a 

data source in your presentation. 

Specify which columns and rows 

you want to use.

With DATAPOINT you can not only 

link Microsoft Access® databases, 

but also all databases with ODBC 

(Open database connectivity) 

and OLE DB support. 
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Companies

Industry

Banks and finance

Real estate

Airports

Train and bus stations

Hotels and restaurants

Call centers

Shopping malls

Sports

Entertainment

Exhibitions

Universities and schools

Marketing presentations 
Financial analysis
Inform employees

Display live production figures
Process control
Sales statistics

Company messages
Analytical presentations
Regular reporting
Graphical representations
Competitive benchmark
Customer and financial information

Digital properties show

Display actual flight information
Passenger information

Arrival and departure information
Advertising

Visitors welcoming and menu

Display actual call statistics

Display advertising and current discounts

Display results and announcements

Display schedule of events
Announcements

Visitor information
Display schedule of events

Display congress and course information

�DATAPOINT delivers you an add-on with a high amount 
of possibilities and a database solution that was missing 
within Microsoft PowerPoint®.�

DATAPOINT is adding new functionality to PowerPoint®

Try it 30 days for free

Where to use DATAPOINT

System requirements:

Windows 98, ME, 2000 or XP

Microsoft PowerPoint 2000, 2002 or 2003

Fully integrated as an add-on in your PowerPoint® software

The DATAPOINT tool bar 

DATAPOINT displays an 

additional menu item in your 

PowerPoint program. With 

this menu you can set all 

properties regarding your 

dynamic information.

You can evaluate the full functioning demo version of DATAPOINT for 30 days. 

The license cost of DATAPOINT is based on the number of running implementa-

tions. No further costs for E-mail support or product updates are involved. If 

needed we can build tailor-made presentations with a professional design and 

customized external data source connections for your company.

Your local reseller:

Lanklaarse steenweg 31, 3665 As, Belgium 
Phone: +32 89 61 59 56
Email:  info@presentationpoint.com

Microsoft describes PowerPoint® as �The Office presentation graphics program� 

and �With its easy-to-use tools for creating professional presentations Microsoft 

PowerPoint long ago transformed the way people communicate ideas�. 

Completely true with Microsoft about this but there�s one big disadvantage 

about PowerPoint®: the presentation is completely static.

The content of a presentation is static and until now the modifications have to be 

done manually. This is extremely time consuming. With DATAPOINT you can now 

use PowerPoint for dynamic presentations where the content is retrieved from 

the external data sources in real-time.

All external links are stored inside the presentation and when needed the actual 

data is retrieved from the data providers. All content in a presentation will be 

refreshed automatically and in real-time as soon as a change in the external data 

source is detected.
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